
 
● How will I get the online exam? 

Great question. It’s really important that you have filled out the exam registration form before 8 
PM tonight. It’s now been sent out to contestants twice as well as to teachers and coaches. 
Once that’s filled out, the email that you listed as the one you would like to receive the exam at 
will receive a link for the exam by Motzei Shabbat at the latest. That will be a link to the 
online exam. That link will not work until the exam starts on the day of the online exam. 
 

● How many exams will there be? 
Usually at the national finals there are two separate written exams numbering 120 questions 
total. This year, there will be one online exam with 100 questions. The second section of the 
exam will have some of the classic “matching” questions that are traditionally part of the 
National Finals. There will be seventy five minutes to complete the exam.  
 

● What else do I need to know about the online exam? 
It’s really important that you use a google chrome browser to open the exam. Any other 
browser will not work! We recommend using a laptop or a computer. Whatever device you have 
must have a video camera. Please make sure that you’re sitting in a quiet place in your home 
where your internet reception is good! Please make sure to watch the tutorial sent out 
before Shabbat to make sure you’re fully prepared. And yes, you can go backwards and 
change previous answers later in the exam. 
 

● What happens if I have a question during the written exam? 
Great question. There will be a hint function on the exam. By many questions that may need 
a bit more interpretation you will see the hint tab. If you click on it, it will provide a bit of added 
help - whether it’s an explanation or a translation. Each group of kids will also be provided with 
the number of an individual proctor. The proctor is the one who will be watching the students as 
they take the exam over the video cam. They will be able to see you, but you will not be able to 
see them. If there is a true emergency, you may leave the room where you are taking the exam 
to call the proctor. Please realize that the decision to call a proctor should only be taken if there 
is a real problem. If it’s determined that the question was not an emergency, the clock on your 
exam will continue running. Make sure to watch the tutorial that is sent out.  
 
 
 
 



● What security measures are being taken for the online exam? 
I remind you of the statement to which you gave your electronic signature by registering for the 
online exam: 

 “This year the Chidon Ha'Tanach exams will be taken virtually. There are a  number of 
procedures that are being taken in order to ensure the integrity of the exam. In addition 
to all of the security precautions being taken (in the vein of חותמו של הקב״ה אמת) we are 
requiring each contestant to provide their digital signature below. By signing below, you 
are guaranteeing that you will take the upcoming written exam on Sunday, May 10 with 
the seriousness befitting a National Competition and approach it with honesty expected 
of a Tanach student. Any suspected cheating will be grounds for immediate 
disqualification. Please type out your complete legal name below” 

Everyone who takes the exam must have a video cam function on their computer. If you do not 
enable the function, we will not accept the exam.  You may not have a phone in the room that 
you are taking the exam. If one is seen, it will also be ground for disqualification. If you need to 
call the proctor due to an emergency, please see above.  
 

● There seems to be a lot going on over the course of the day?! 
I’m not sure if this one was a question or statement, but yes! It’s true there are  plenty of 
activities happening throughout the day. All the activities are optional , but highly highly 
recommended. Make sure that you show up the opening assembly at 11:00 AM EDT to get 
excited for the day as well as ensure that you have all the information you need!  Join Nachliel 
for a virtual Tanach tour around the world, compete in Panoplies and Kahoots for significant 
cash prizes, attend shiurim with former Chidon competitors, fill out buzzfeeds to find out what 
character in Shemuel Aleph you are. All of the links for participating in events throughout 
the day will be listed on the updated schedule sent out tomorrow. 
 

● This day seems kind of fun. Can my friends and family participate, even if they’re 
not a National Finalist like me? 

Of course! Please don’t post the schedule online. However, feel free to forward the schedule 
you will receive tomorrow including all of the accompanying links to anyone who you think may 
be interested.  
 

● Wasn’t there something about sending in a video? 
We will be putting together a Chidon video showcasing contestants, clubs, and schools from 

around the country! Get involved! To participate, send in your personal twenty second video to 

chidonusa@gmail.com . Here’s what the video should include (with a bit of a personal touch, of 

course): Hey I’m (insert name) from (insert city/state). I go to (insert school/club) and my 

favorite pasuk/verse from Chidon this year is (insert favorite Pasuk). Make sure your school/club 

is well represented! Be creative and send in those videos by tomorrow at the latest! 

 
 
 



● What happens at the opening and closing events? 
 

So much will happen! You don’t want to miss it. Invite your family and friends too. Those 
showcasing their commemorative Tanachs, National Finalist certificates, and showcasing 
their school pride/chidon pride in the background of their Zoom will get extra time in the 
spotlight of our zoom. Bring your Chidon Swag! 
 

● Who’s Dr. Isseroff? 
So so glad you asked. As of this year, the USA Chidon Ha’Tanach is now known as the Dr. 
Shimshon Isseroff USA Chidon Ha’Tanach. For a brief bio, see here. You’ll hear a bit more 
about him during the final event! 
 

● What exactly is happening with that final round? I’m a bit confused! 
There will be plenty of significant prizes handed out for winners of different portions of the day event. 

First, Second, and Third Place Winners of each Nation wide Kahoot will walk away with significant prizes. 

The Winner of the Nation Wide Panoply will also walk away with a significant cash prize.  

 

In the 6-7thGrade Hebrew Division the First, Second, Third will be crowned at the National Event and 

walk away with significant prizes. In the 6-7th English Division the First, Second, and Third places will also 

be crowned at the final event and walk away with significant prizes.  

 

For the Hebrew 8th Grade Division, the Hebrew High School Division, and the English 8-11 Division: we 

will announce the top four in each division (and more if there are ties). Those students will compete in 

an initial final round in front of the virtual audience. They will then be invited to a unique additional 

round of the Chidon Ha’Tanach  in New York on a date TBD in August. These students will receive 

additional material to learn over the course of the summer in preparation for this event. If it proves 

impossible to meet in person in August, a written exam will be administered at that time.  
 

● I’m really excited! 
 
Also, not exactly a question. But, so am I! See you on Sunday. חזק ואמץ. Make sure to opt in to 
all of the exciting elements of the day that you earned throughout all your study!  
 
 
 

 

https://chidonusa.files.wordpress.com/2020/04/about-dr.-shimshon-isseroff-.pdf

